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Off the Scale
Welcome to the second issue of Off the Scale.
Spring finally seems to have arrived and, even
though the past winer was hardly harsh, there
is no doubt that angling opportunities (and
hopefully catches!) will increase for many of you
along with the hours of daylight.
Although its nice to dream of long, sunny days
and misty summer dawns, we try our very best to
keep material current here at Off the Scale. This is
reflected in our articles, which again cover a wide
range of content.
We have pieces on pike from Stuart Percy and
Denis Curtin, both encouraging us to work hard
at our fishing and to seek new thrills. Arguably
Ireland’s most experienced carp angler, Dan O
Kelly, gives us some more excellent advice on
planning a trip to France. Gary Doyle manages
to catch a huge bag of winter dace and roach
despite the conditions, and on a method few will
have tried or maybe even heard of. Top kayak
anglers Gary Robinson and Ian Burton offer their
advice on this exciting branch of the sport. Roger
Baker gets a bit more technical on the topic of
fly fishing for Sea trout. Colm Crean regales us
with his fond memories of huge Irish bream from
yesteryear. Johnny Woodlock tries to provide an
inside-line of the serious, ongoing issues with
bass commercial fishing in European waters. And
finally, Steven Neely drops some great hints and
tips on perch fishing with ultra-light lure gear,
something that is becoming more and more
popular on our shores - and with good reason, its
great fun and accessible to all!
Phew! Between all that and your angling over the
next few weeks, I hope you enjoy it immensely!
Until next time,
Bill Brazier, Editor
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SPRING HAS
SPRUNG!

Our sincerest thanks go to our second issue
contributors, Stuart Percy, Gary Robinson, Dan O
Kelly, Gary Doyle, Ian Burton, Johnny Woodlock,
Roger Baker, Colm Crean, Denis Curtin and Steven
Neely, for helping Off the Scale get bigger and
better.
Special thanks to the people behind the scenes for
their continued support.
And lastly, thank you, valued reader for your
interest. The thought that you may enjoy this
publication makes all the effort worth it!
Let’s all cast a new eye on angling together...
The boring fine print
The production of this digital publication and its placement online
automatically signifies that all written, photographic and recorded
media material exist under copyright towards Off the Scale and its
contributors. No material herein may be reproduced in any form
without the explicit permission of Off the Scale.
The views expressed by contributors within the publication are not
necessarily those held by Off the Scale.
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very now and then something happens
in our angling world that means a venue
that once produced for us is no longer an
option. For most of the time this is out of
our control. It can be for many reasons;
netting, too much fishing pressure, land
owners closing access… The list goes on,
and recently I was a victim of this myself. A
venue that I had been doing well on these
past few seasons was suddenly a ‘no-go’, so
back to the drawing board it was. I decided
that there were a few lakes that I had pike
fished before with limited success but which
had a lot more potential if I was able to
access them with a boat. A lot of the waters
we find ourselves at have limited bank
space and, as a result, we are only ever
really just scratching the surface of what
fish are present. In a lot of cases there are
probably a lot of pike that never even need
to come near an angler’s bait during the
entire course of their lives.

idea of the depths and features. As it turned
out the majority of the lake was flat and
featureless and all around 16 feet deep,
apart from one area where, 30 yards out
from the shore, I found 22 feet and a mass
of shoal fish. As you can imagine, location
was a no-brainer after this discovery and
I pulled the boat into the reeds to get the
rods ready. Tactics today would be float
ledgering roach dead baits in the deep
water that I had found. If there were any
pike to be caught they were guaranteed
to be hanging around in this deeper water
at the edge of the shoals. As with all first
sessions, it’s hard to know what to expect
but as long as you have a look around and
find the prey fish you are greatly increasing
your chances – the pike won’t be too far
away.

Now that I had settled on my plan of
attack it was off to speak to some land
owners to gain permission to access the
water through their land. Always ask for
permission first, as it is simple, common
courtesy. There is nothing worse than
getting set up only to be told you aren’t
allowed to be there and then asked to
leave. Sometimes it may not be quite as
polite as that!

Going afloat
By Stuart Percy

Photography: Stuart Percy & friends
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With permission granted on a few
different lakes, finally Saturday morning
arrived and it was time to get this new
campaign started. Weather wise I was
pretty lucky and it was quite calm with just
a gentle ripple, perfect conditions to allow
me to go around the lake slowly to get an

A ‘Loc-slide’ float, 3oz lead and 2ft trace
- simple and easy to set up, but effective
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the lake to see if I could locate a pike or
Its wise to have a back-up option on the
two. However, as a rule of thumb, where
boat, just in case...
you catch one you will usually catch a few
more and it’s at least worth trying a spot for
a while after landing a fish. But, then again,
a move can also often bring a few fish to the
bank quickly as you can land on a group of
pike that haven’t seen a bait all day. Hmm…
decisions, decisions!
Just as I had made up my mind to head
back out into the lake again to try a new
spot, my right hand float sailed off slowly
but steadily. Upon striking I was greeted
with a good resistance and line was taken
off my reel immediately. It’s always a good
feeling to get the rod doubled over when
you strike and line taken. It tends to be
the bigger fish that do this, give or take a
few jack pike which punch well above their
weight! The fish stayed deep and headed up

“I found 22 feet and a mass of
shoal fish. As you can imagine,
location was a no-brainer after
this discovery”
With both rods cast out into the chosen
area it was time for a smoke and nice warm
cup of coffee, a must for me when in the
boat all day. Roach were topping all over
the place directly out in front of me while
the rest of the lake seemed barren, so I
knew I had definitely chosen the right spot.
Most lakes in the colder months, from my
experience anyway, will always have an
early morning feeding spell and it’s essential
to be there and set up from first light to
make the best of things. This occasion
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wasn’t going to prove me wrong.
Ten minutes after casting out I noticed
the right hand float sail off and after giving
it a few seconds to make sure it was still
running I struck into my first pike of the day.
It wasn’t a monster at only 4 or 5 pounds
but it was a good start and it’s always a
good confidence booster whenever you
catch your first fish of the day. Quickly
unhooked at the side of the boat and
slipped back, I re-baited and re-cast to
the exact same spot. After such a quick
result I was, to be honest, expecting to
have a good day but all was quiet for a
few hours afterwards. The roach had long
since stopped topping on the surface,
confidence levels were starting to slip and I
was thinking of trolling dead roach around

“my other bait
had been taken by
another pike right
next to the boat!”
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the day, especially if you’re struggling to
catch and the pike aren’t in front of you.
My trolling didn’t turn out to be overly
successful with only one small pike landed
but I did get a better understanding of the
lake and its depths and (lack of!) features.
By going around it again a few times I made
sure to note a few spots that could be
better in a few weeks time, when the pike
are moving into the shallower water for
spawning.

“it is a lot easier
to pack up and
move swims
than normal
bank fishing”

Another low double comes to the boat during a
hectic feeding spell

the lake. I was sure I was into a good one.
Five minutes later and after a real tug of war
the fish was in the net and, although not
as big as I had thought at first, it was a nice
mid double and I was well pleased with it.

might expect, put the baits back
out in the same spots. Two more
pike came to the boat within the
next half an hour; another low
double and one a jack of about 5lb.

Incidentally, during the fight the pike
had got tangled on my other line and kept
bringing it to the boat whenever I tried to
land it. When I did ‘chin’ my prize and start
unhooking it I felt a tugging on the tangled
line and, believe it or not, my other bait
had been taken by another pike right next
to the boat! It’s surprises like this and the
never knowing what’s going to happen next
or when you will get your next big fish that
keep us coming back for more, time and
time again. The unexpected pike turned
out to be another nice double. Hours of
inactivity and then, in the space of a few
minutes, two nice pike landed and in the
boat at the same time. Once they were both
returned I untangled my lines and, as you

I decided to pack up early
and troll a few dead baits for an
hour before heading home, as on
some lakes the pike will be in a
different area in the afternoons
than they are in the mornings. If
you play your cards right you can
optimise your sessions by fishing
one area early on and another
in the evening. This is one of the
main advantages of fishing from a
boat. Even if it is only used to get
you to your chosen bank spot it is
a lot easier to pack up and move
swims than normal bank fishing.
Of course, you can also cover a lot
more water during the course of
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That was to be all the action for the day
but what a great start on a new lake - a
few fish, including some doubles. It goes to
prove that there are still plenty of pike out
there to be had if you are willing to search
for them and put the time and effort in.

My PB from last winter at a whopping
30lb 9oz. Caught within 30 minutes of
stepping onto the boat!
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Stockist of quality
Game, Carp, Pike,
Coarse and Sea tackle

New shop now open!

065-679 7450

sales@fishingtackleireland.ie

Rods | Reels | Lures | Flies | Lines
Bait | Accessories | Vouchers

Open Monday to Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm
& until 7pm on Thursdays
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The world of kayak angling
- Part 2: Starting from scratch
By Gary Robinson
Photography: Gary Robinson & friends
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In the last issue I tried to articulate what
kayak fishing meant to me and why it has
taken over my angling, leaving shore and
boat fishing almost redundant. For those
interested in taking up this exciting branch
of the sport the first and most obvious
piece of equipment that you will need is an
angling kayak. Here I am going to try and
explain briefly what my thoughts on a good
craft are and walk you through some of the
accessories that are associated with the
‘yak.
There is an ever growing range of angling
kayaks coming to the market each year. As
with any new sport or activity, there are
always going to be associated costs and
considerations and the range of equipment
offered to the newcomer can be nothing
short of bewildering. Angling kayaks are
generally of the ‘sit on top variety’ of kayak
and, admittedly, the only type that I am
familiar with. Having used them for a few
years I have been able to try a few different
makes and models but generally when it
comes to kayak fishing there are a couple of
major considerations to take into account.
As with every piece of kit, most features
will be decided by the user’s personal
preferences.
With angling kayaks generally the longer
it is, the faster it will move through the
water. The wider the kayak is, the more
stability it offers. As an angler, I would
be looking for a good balance between
the two, certainly if I intended doing any
amount of sea fishing. An angling kayak of
thirteen feet or longer would be considered
a safer bet for the sea, being able to allow
the paddle to cover a bit of distance but
have enough length to ride over the swells.
A smaller, shorter boat will be fine for rivers
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and smaller lakes where less turbulent
conditions are prevalent. The smaller
venues mean you will probably need a bit
more manoeuvrability, the longer boat
having a wider turning circle.
A kayak that paddles easily, tracks well
and has decent stability is a kayak that ticks
all the boxes for kayak anglers. One thing
to mention about longer kayaks; paddling
across a breeze will see the kayak become
prone to ‘weather cocking’. As you paddle
towards your target the breeze hits the back
of your kayak and throws you marginally
off course. The result is a corrective stroke
with your paddle on the opposite side. It’s
a small annoyance that gradually builds up

Certain kayaks are better
suited to smaller, more
sheltered waters

A rudder greatly assists tracking on any kayak
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to frustration but the good news is that this
issue can be eliminated through the use
of a rudder, an accessory that I am always
keen to add to any kayak over thirteen
feet long. If you plan on covering distance
on a longer kayak then the rudder is well
worth the extra expense. Stability is a huge
consideration when fishing, especially for
larger fish. Stability is not an attribute that
you can appreciate in words. You have to try
a couple of kayaks and see what suits you
best. Hopefully good dealers will facilitate
this.
The kayaks I favour are the ‘Wilderness
Systems Tarpon 140’ for sea angling and
the ‘Wilderness Systems Ride 115X’ for

fishing in more sheltered waters but what
works for me may not for another so the
best advice I can give would be to have
a look at a few, try them out and make
a decision based on what you felt was
most comfortable and best suited to your
particular needs. Whatever you decide on,
make sure all fittings like pad eyes , bungees
and hatch covers are of a good quality and
the plastic that the kayak is made of feels
relatively firm and of a high standard.
A couple of other things to consider that
may be a big influence in deciding what to
purchase is the weight of the kayak. Bear
in mind that you will have to be able to
get it onto and off the roof of your vehicle

(sometimes on your own) if you are not
fortunate enough to live right beside your
fishing waters. If you need to portage the
kayak for any distance weight will obviously
be a large factor. This will be totally
dependent on the size and strength of the
user but is an important factor to consider.
As for angling accessories, again, this
falls very much in the category of personal
preference. A few things that I will not
venture out onto the water without are
fishing rod holders, an anchor trolley, an
echo sounder and my fishing tackle box. The
fishing rod holders are self-explanatory. An
anchor trolley lets me position an anchor
line to the bow or the stern to fish from

a static platform. Drifting is fine for some
kinds of fishing but fishing static baits is a
very successful technique and only possible
from a tethered or anchored kayak. It has
to be said that anchoring is potentially the
most dangerous aspect of kayak angling,
especially in a running tide and cannot be
covered adequately here. Get help and
guidance from somebody who knows what
they are doing and then practice in calm
waters until you can do it flawlessly.
Again, DO NOT ATTEMPT ANCHORING
FOR THE FIRST TIME A MILE OUT TO SEA IN
A RUNNING TIDE!!
					
>>

“An angling kayak of
thirteen feet or longer
would be considered a
safer bet for the sea”
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I find an that anchor kit is invaluable

Self-mounted rod holders make life so much easier on the ‘yak

Not all paddles are the same!

An echo sounder may sound extravagant
but it allows me to ‘see’ what the bottom
is made up of and will show me any
underwater features like reefs, shelves
or structure. Features like these often
harbour fish worth catching and an echo
sounder helps you to find them fast and can
maximise your fishing time on the water.
The fishing tackle box and its contents are
very much a case of personal preference. I
have two; one for freshwater and one for
saltwater and each holds tackle relative to
each angling environment. The important
thing about whatever tackle box that you
choose is to make sure that it fits neatly into
the kayak, is securable and is waterproof.
Kayak fishing sees a lot of saltwater on your
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gear and a box that is not waterproof means
a box of rusting hooks and lures in a very
short space of time!
Now that the kayak and some of the
major items of kit are considered, you will
need something to propel yourself with.
Some people opt for lightweight electric
motors but the most popular choice would
be a paddle. Like kayaks, paddles come in a
range of blade shapes, weights, lengths and
materials. I favour Adventure Technology
Paddles for their strength and lightness
but ask your dealer and they should be
able to show you some options and make
recommendations best suited to your
needs.
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With regards to any other accessories
that you think you may need, I would advise
taking a couple of trips out onto the water.
There is no point in over thinking what you
may need. Paddling trips on the water will
soon tell you. When you come back in with
the thought that a certain item would be
handy, then is the time to consider getting
it. Nothing tells you what you need more

than experience and in a very short space
of time you will be able to identify what you
need and what has just been marketed well!
In the next issue I’m going to talk about
other smaller items of kit that can make
your day easier, more comfortable and
more enjoyable.

A fine Cork pollock
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So, you’ve decided to go to

France...
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Part 2
by Dan O Kelly
Photography: Dan O Kelly and friends
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Tackle
This is a subject that a lot of first time go’ers
to France get nervous about, rushing off
to buy new stronger rods and reels. It’s
not really something to get worried about
because basically most of what we use in
Ireland is over gunned for the size of fish we
are fishing for in the first place. I think we
are all guilty of this to a degree. Personally,
I’m going to go the other way this year and
have been looking at some Free Spirit 2lb TC
rods in Main Irish Angling along with maybe
getting smaller reels for my Irish fishing. I
just don`t need (or very rarely need ) to be
using Shimano Long Casts and 3.5lb TC rods
for fishing smaller waters and for smaller
fish. I will keep this tackle for pike fishing
and going to France. If you are looking
for an all-round rod I would probably go
for a 2.75lb TC and that will do you on
most French commercials. A lot of French
fisheries will be from 5 to 20 odd acres, so
you should not have to do much distance
casting or boat work. The lake bottom
should be relatively clear of snags and in
most cases you should be able to land fish
from the bank. If there is heavy weed or
big patches of lily’s there should be a boat
on hand to deal with any fish that get into
them.
Your line should be 15lb (0.35mm)
to 18lbs (0.38mm) if using mono (most
places have banned braided mainlines).
This should be strong enough to land any
fish present and not too thick in diameter
to hamper your casting. So again, nothing
massively different from what you’re using
in Ireland. For hooklinks, I use 25lbs Kryston
Mantis or Snake Bite for most of my fishing
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Tackle and bait
Last time round I covered the best time of year to
go to France, method of travel and type of venue.
With all that booked and out of the way you now
have to wait. This can be unbearable, so in this issue
I will cover a few things that you can do to prepare
yourself for the big trip.

“it makes sense that
when fishing for big
carp we move up in
hook size”

here and in France – I have 100% confidence
in these two braids. Beware, not all coated
braids are the same.... You will have to go
up in hook size though. You will hear of
people landing big fish on small hook but
in my experience smaller hooks will get you
more runs but result in less fish on the mat.
I’ve seen this time and time again whilst
working as a bailiff on Étang de Brigueuil.
I don’t use anything less than a size 4 now
in France. I just think that the heaver the
fish are the bigger the grip needs to be. If
you’re only pinching a small piece of flesh
a heavy fish with a strong head knock can
just rip it out. When we all started fishing,
whether it was for roach or whatever, we
used small hooks but then as we progressed
to bigger species like tench and bream we
used bigger hooks. Then we moved on
to carp and again we changed hook size
accordingly. So it makes sense that when
fishing for bigger carp we move up in hook
size also. Using the same size hook for a
10lbs carp and a 70lbs carp makes no sense
to me whatsoever.
You will have to familiarise yourself with
the rules on any given lake. A lot of the
rules are pretty much universal. But there
are a few that vary from lake to lake and
these are the ones to you need to look out
for. Braid, bait boats, row boats, barbless/
barbed hooks; it all depends on the views
of the fishery owner. A lot of lakes don’t
allow shock leaders or snag leaders whereas
others advise them. The sacking of fish,
number of rods allowed - it all depends. 3
or 4? Study the rules carefully, don`t just
gloss over them as you can get caught out.
By paying the deposit on the lake you have
agreed to their rules so you have no form of
recourse.
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Bait
The first thing I’ll say about this, and I can’t
stress this enough, is to talk to the lake
owner or bailiff and ask them for their
advice. You can read as much as you like
on the subject but the person that is best
able to advise you is the person that has
been working on the lake for years. These
people will have seen all forms of baiting
tactics tried by the anglers that visit the
lake and, coupled with their own fishing
there, will have the experience and depth of
knowledge to inform you on the best way to
approach it on your trip. Remember these
people want you to catch; they want you
to have a good week and come back. Word
of mouth is the best way to promote any
fishery and they want you leaving the lake
with a positive feeling.
That said there are some basics to help
you (which can be adopted into your other
carping also). For the start and end of the
season, when the water is a bit colder
(below 10°C) it might be a good idea to
hold back on the heavy fishmeal boilies.
They have a high oil content that is difficult
for the carp to digest at low temperatures.
Instead look more at baits that can be easily
digested by carp like particles (maize, hemp
etc.) or bird food-based boilies. When the
water temperature is over 10 degrees you
can start looking at baits that have higher
fishmeal content like pellets and boilies, of
course. Personally I love using pellet; I think
it’s the most attractive bait you can put in
the water. This is where you need to seek
the bailiff’s advice again and ask what other
species of fish (i.e. bream, roach, crayfish,
chats etc.) are in the lake, as this can help
you with your bait choice and possible
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tactics. Unfortunately this is an area where
a bailiff or lake owner might be a bit frugal
with the truth and can down play a nuisance
fish problem. Bream love maize and hemp
and it’s near impossible to keep them away
from pellet and boilies. Using bigger boilies
(e.g. 24mm) will slow down any bream
action dramatically. Small food items will
keep them in the swim and you will still get
the odd one. Solely using 24mm-plus boilies
can stop all bream (and small carp) action
as they soon realise they’re not going to get
their dinner and move on.
Chats should not be a problem before
May and not too bad after October, but an
absolute nightmare everywhere in-between
and they love anything meaty! Using Brazil
nuts and tiger nuts (if allowed) on the hook
can be a great way of getting around them,
but you must change your free offerings to
match or your swim will be full of them!
There are some flavours of boilies that the
Chats aren’t too fond of like Rosehip, Violet
and Geranium but these are not always
anglers first choice of flavours. This is where
particles come into play. Just be careful
with their application as unlike pellet, which
breaks down quickly and can be gone the
following morning, particles stay there until
eaten. Always remember, if you put too
much in you can’t take it out.

A very greedy 6lb common that wasn’t put
off by using a large 24mm hookbait! Bream
and other species usually are though...
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Brazil nuts are a great, rarely used, hookbait which
avoids the problems with Poisson Chats in French
waters. Carp love them too!

base mix
(hardens the
skin during
boiling), then
air dry them
for a few
weeks before
you go.

Bait
amount
Bait protection
This is something that you need to be on
top of long before you get to your chosen
lake. If you want to use boilies then it’s
a good idea to buy boilie mesh or boilie
shrink wrap. The mesh is great if you want
good leakage from the boilie and just
need to stop chats. Ladies tights can do
for this also. However, the crayfish will go
through it like it’s not there! This is where
the shrink wrap is called off the bench.
This will slow the ‘crays’ right down. At this
point it’s also worth giving a thought to
what is going on in your swim with regard
to your free offerings and your rig. Chats
and crayfish will ‘knit you a jumper’ if using
softer hooklink materials so if they are a
problem is usually means using stiff (mono/
fluorocarbon) rigs. Another way round
the chats and ‘crays’ is to roll your own
hook baits and include egg albumin in the
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This is an area where anglers always try to
save money and I can never understand
why. After all it’s only a fraction of the
overall cost of your holiday so why scrimp
on it? I don’t know how many times I’ve
heard people say to me “I’ll get away with
10kgs won`t I?” Sure, 10kgs is fine if you’re
going to be putting in other free offerings
like pellet or particles but if I was just going
to be using boilies I would bring a minimal
of 15 kilos for a week’s fishing. Again,
research on your chosen venue is required
and a clearer picture of the average amount
of runs/fish an angler is likely to get in a
week. If the stock in the lake is high then
obliviously more bait is required. If traveling
by plane then bait and the weight of said
bait is a concern. Some anglers hate the
thought of having to leave bait behind. I’d
rather be looking at it than for it. Honestly,
what’s worse; having to give a bit of bait
away or running out of bait on the Thursday

night, your swim dying and the fish moving
on to the next swim? If you’re driving and
have the space then bring it. You can always
bring it back home.

Boilies: shelf-life’s or fresh (freezer)?
Personally I like to use fresh bait as I think
it catches more fish and I don’t like the use
of preservatives in bait. The downside to
fresh bait is, of course, keeping it fresh! If
there is an on-site freezer then there’s no
problem. But if you don’t have the use of
one, you most air dry (in air dry bags) and
monitor it all week. Hang it from the nearby

“Bait protection is something you
need to be on top of long before
you get to chosen venue”
trees during the day and hope that the local
wildlife doesn’t take a fancy to it. Mice will
eat a hole in the bottom of the bag and the
rest of your bait can fall out, much to the
delight of the other animals in the area.
Hedgehogs, mice, rats, coypus, wild boars,
you name it they will all be fat as fools on
your expensive boilies, given the chance!
This can be a pain if you forget to take them
in at night and your swim is suddenly like
a rodent disco while you’re trying to sleep.
Believe me your swim will be where the
parties at!

Protecting your hookbait with mesh or
Making your own hard boilie hookbaits with
shrink-wrap (above) is essential on some
added egg albumin is another successful
waters in France, so be sure to bring some! way of avoiding the chats and crayfish
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After baiting heavily with just 24mm baits to try and reduce bream takes, this mirror of 40lb 14oz came on the first night. This is a tactic I use a lot in France now
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If you do have freezer access then you can
take it out as you need it. This minimalizes
any potential wastage. Most fresh bait
will need to be air dried for a few days
before you can use it. Normally two days
is enough. Before this it’s too soft and is
easy pickings for the bream, chats etc. It
will also be no good for throwing sticks
as the baits will just split. Shelf-life’s or
ready-made`s can be a lot easier to use
and don’t need as much monitoring. You
can make them a bit harder by air drying
but they are generally ready to go out of
the bag. The problem with them is if they
don`t get eaten they will rot very slowly
on the bottom and can sit there for years
(!) in some cases. A number of fisheries
have banned their use now. Some of the
chemicals use to preserve boilies can be
harmful to the carp.

Bait application and swim marking
If you are going to bring a bait boat, please
don’t base your weeks tactics on just this
method. There are a million things that can
go wrong with bait boats and I will probably
write an article one day on this subject. But
suffice to say, don`t trust them. I have seen
them ruin many an anglers holiday. Picture
it. After two or three days into the weeks
fishing, you`ve got the fish going in your
swim. Then the wind gets too strong to risk
sending your very expensive boat out, or it
just decides to pack in and you can`t get it
fixed. You’ve been fishing further than you
can cast to or get more bait to and you’re
in trouble. You then have to try and pull
fish back off the area you`ve been trying
so hard to get going in the first place. So,
have a back-up plan, have plenty of PVA,
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Crayfish are great natural food
source for carp but can often
be a real, plentiful pain
when French fishing!

have a throwing stick and a catapult. Bring
a spod rod and a marker float rod have
them clipped up and marked out, count the
amount of turns on the reel to each spot.
Clip up and walk up the field and mark it,
or use banks sticks (a rod length apart) and
count the wraps. There’s many ways to do
it.
If there is a boat on site that you can
use, you can also mark your swim. There
are a few ways of doing this, the most
popular being ‘H-blocks’ or some type
of illuminated floating marker; these are
what we call stringed markers. They have
their advantages and disadvantages. I
don`t like the illuminated markers for a few
reasons. They require batteries and those
batteries will die and you’ve got to go out
to replace them. Also, you might not have
unrestricted access to the on-site boat and
might have to wait until the morning to

change them. Plus I’m not sure
if I like the idea of a light on in
my swim all night. What I like
to do is use is a ‘H-block’, with
some modifications of my own.
Firstly I will replace the lead that
is supplied to a heavier griper lead
and I add about 30 foot of mono or
fluorocarbon to the white cord that is
supplied. Then I put some reflector tape
onto the H-block. This way I don’t have a
light on in the swim all night and it only lights
up when I need it to (when my head torch
shines on it). The biggest problem with the
‘H-block’ or
any stringed
marker is
if the fish
decides
to swim
behind it. To
combat this
I normally
put it about
30 or 40 feet
from the
baited area.
This also
helps in not
spooking the
fish.
The
other type

is what we call a conduit maker, or to give
it its Dublin slang name a “condjo marker”.
This is a piece of electrical conduit pipe
blocked at both ends so it is buoyant. One
end is then drilled so a string or cable tie
can be put through and a loop made, into
which a heavy lead of about a 2lb or so is
tied. The pole stands up in the swim, proud
of the surface, and, if a fish goes around
it, it will just bend over and pop up again
once the line passes. The top of the conduit
can be wrapped in different colour tape to
stand out in different light conditions and
a wrap of reflector tape for night time. The
main emphasis is that a smooth surface is
maintained and that there is nothing, or
very little, that the line can get snagged on.
The one drawback is that they have a limit
depth-wise.

‘H-block’ markers have to be the easiest way of marking a spot from a boat but
be sure to position them away from the swim to avoid tangles with hooked fish
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Checklist for France
- tackle & bait
•

Normal carp gear will
do but up hook sizes to
4 or over

•

Talk to fishery owner &
bailiff about bait choice!

•

Bring some larger (2025mm) baits just in
case of smaller species,
10-15kg of boilies in
total (various sizes)

•

Bring mesh or shrink
wrap to protect
hookbaits if crayfish
or Poisson chat are
present, or air dry baits

•

Bring PVA, throwing
stick, catapult & spod
even if you have a bait/
row boat

“A lot of the mats we
use here in Ireland are far
too small for the fish in
France”

Mats, Nets, Slings and Scales
Unhooking mats are one thing you will
need to think about buying. Many of the
fisheries in France will have a minimal mat
size. A lot of the mats we use here in Ireland
are far too small for the fish you might be
encountering in France. It is possible that
you might not be allowed to fish until you
remedy this situation. You might even have
to hire a mat. There’s no harm in having
a big mat for your home fishing anyway.
Remember there may be catfish, sturgeon
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or big grass carp present so the bigger the
better. Nets will have to be a minimal of
42”, with fish friendly mesh. Pretty much
what we use at home. Have a look at your
sling and then think to yourself “if I’m lucky
enough to land a 60 pounder will it fit in
there?” If you think not, then proceed to
your tackle dealer and purchase a bigger,
stronger one that will not let you down. As
for scales, make sure they are also up to the
job and can weigh any fish in the lake that
you might encounter. Don`t be the guy that
for the rest of his life is left wondering and

saying “it bottomed out the scales so I’ll
never know”. Most other anglers will just
switch off when they hear this old story;
it’s up there with “the one that got away”.
Personally for France I use a Ruben Heaton
120lbs x 2oz scales. Unless you’re planning •
to smash the world record this should have
you covered. Always remember to disinfect
and fully dry out your nets slings and mats
etc. before you arrive to be on
the safe side.
Next issue:

Bring a big net, big mat
and big scales!

Some more practical stuff
regarding your trip to the venue along with
some pointers on swim choice and tactics

Off the Scale

Barrow Bolognese
By Gary Doyle
Photography: Gary Doyle
and friends

sprays, Pure Natural
kit now in stock!

Visit us:
Unit 23 Orion Business Centre,
Ballycoolin,
Banchardstown,
Dublin 15
Phone us: 01-8991185

Email: info@mainirishangling.com

www.mainirishangling.com
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after running the float through the swim a
couple of times I was happy that my swim
was snag free. This is always important to
check to avoid tackle and fish losses, even
in swims you think you know. I started three
inches off bottom and as the day progressed
I intended to try different depths to see
where the fish were feeding best. With
everything ready to go it was time to start
fishing.

Spring seems to be as slow as ever to arrive and many anglers are having to
work very hard to find consistent sport. But Gary Doyle has been out recently
on his beloved River Barrow and not just catching, but catching well! In this
issue he extols the virtues of the under-used and mis-understood tactic of river
fishing using a Bolognese float. Read on and learn more about this ingenious
method!
With the Barrow back to normal levels
after the recent February floods it was time
to get back and see if the roach and dace
were feeding. Today’s destination was the
beautiful town of Graiguenamanagh, south
of Carlow town. This is a wide and deep part
of the river which is ideal for the method I
wanted to use, the Bolognese float.
The Bolognese was first used on the
deep and fast flowing rivers in Italy where
anglers had to fish further out than the
pole line in over twenty foot of water to
catch barbel, bream and chub. The bolo’
floats were designed to run through or hold
back in your swim with the long 6-9 metre
rods used to keep the line off the water.
This allows you to precisely control the
speed in which you run your float through
your swim. Essentially, it is like traditional
stick float fishing but on a bigger scale.
Bolognese floats are like a bigger version of
a pole float which have thicker bristles and
bigger bodies for holding back in the flow
and come in two varieties, fixed and sliding.
The fixed floats are attached to the line
with rubbers, just like a pole float, and they
don’t have eyes. The sliding bolo’ does have
an eye at the top and bottom which your
main line runs through and can be used in
extremely deep swims.
The reason I used the bolo’ over a normal
stick float on this trip is simply because of
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the depth of the river here, which is 14-16ft
in most swims. This depth means normal
stick float tactics are out of the question.
Using a dedicated Bolognese rod allows you
to fish a fixed bolo’ float and because of
the length of the rod you have a lot more
control over your float on windy days.
My set up was a 6m (18ft) Milo Forcing
bolo’ rod coupled with a Daiwa TDR 3012
reel loaded with 5lb Maxima line. The float
I chose was a 4g Dave Harrell No.1 Bolo’,
with the bulk shot at ¾ depth and two no.
8 droppers – this got the bait quickly down
to where I hoped, and suspected, the fish
would be holding. An 8 inch hook length
tied from 0.12 mm (4.1lb) Shimano Antares
line and a size 16 Tubertini Series 18 hook
completed the rig. Ground bait choice for
today’s session was a bag of Van Den Eynde
Secret Black, two bags of VdE Black Roach
and black crumb to bulk up my ground bait.
This mix is heavy and easily compacted so it
falls through the 15ft or so of water quickly.
Hookbait choice for the day was caster,
maggot, pinkie and hemp, along with some
red worms in case a few hybrids decided to
feed.
As usual, I plumbed-up my swim which
gradually fell away from the bank getting
deeper as it went out, eventually levelingoff four rod lengths out in the centre of the
river channel. The depth here was 14ft and

A Bolognese
float - basically a
stepped-up version
of a pole float

To start with I introduced 5 one handed
balls of the previously mentioned ground
bait containing hemp, caster and pinkie.
With the temperature not rising above
three degrees I was cautious because I
didn’t know how the fish would react to the
ground bait. I didn’t have to worry though
because on my fifth trot down the swim the
float disappeared and a two ounce dace
was swung in, the hook caught in his lip

A heavy.dark groundbait mix, with little feed content. It got to the
bottom quickly and avoided spooking the fish quite so much
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“I added more shot to the rig
so the bolo’ float bristle was
just above the surface of the
water, allowing me to detect
even the slightest of dips”

and my single maggot hook bait pushed up
along the hooklength. I caught steadily for
the next while and I thought I was going to
bag up but the opposite ensued. Every third
or fourth trot resulted in a fish with the
float barely dipping to indicate a bite. With
the incredibly low temperatures the fish
were very lethargic. At this point I added
more shot to the rig so the bolo’ float bristle
was just above the surface of the water,
allowing me to detect even the slightest of
dips. Of course this is only possible on calm
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days. I scaled down my hooklength to 0.10
mm (2.8lb) line but I kept the hook size the
same.
Those subtle changes made a noticeable
difference to my catch rate, which became
a bite every trot. That was until disaster
struck! I re-fed with ground bait and
the swim went stone dead. The fish had
backed away from the top-up feed. Or so
I thought… I shallowed up my rig, coming
a foot off bottom and straight away the

float disappeared. A dace was my reward,
not a big one but a fish all the same. A
few more trots and a few more little dace
resulted. I went back to the depth that I
was originally at (three inches off bottom)
and to my surprise I started catching roach.
I didn’t want to put out any more ground
bait in case the roach backed off so I loose
fed caster and hemp over my baited swim
instead. This worked a treat for a short
while but then the roach did indeed shy
away and I couldn’t catch a thing!

After a while of no action I bit the bullet
and re-fed ground bait and came a foot off
the bottom once again and instantly caught
small dace. I couldn’t wait to go back down
for the roach so when I changed depths and
went back to three inches off bottom and
couldn’t catch I was disappointed to say the
least. I honestly felt that I had ruined my
swim through poor bait application. I caught
a few more little dace a foot off bottom
and decided to try dropping six inches in
case slightly bigger dace were underneath
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whether they are willing to feed or not
is another matter altogether. I threw
in two one-handed balls of ground
bait and first run down over them I
had a four ounce dace six inches off
bottom. A few more roach and bigger
dace followed and I went back to three
inches off bottom and couldn’t catch.
I shallowed back up to six inches off
bottom and caught steady for a while
introducing ground bait when bites
died down. I didn’t loose feed because
the fish were sitting over the ground
bait (maybe thinking about eating
some of it) and I didn’t want the fish
following the loose feed downstream.

“the fish weren’t backing
away from the feed when I put
it in; they simply didn’t want to
get their heads down and feed
on such a cold day”

The session ended when the
temperature dropped even further and
the cold got the better of me. It was
bitterly cold but despite the conditions
I ended the session with a very pleasing
123 dace and roach for a total weight
of 15lb 13ozs. Like many match anglers
these days, I have a fish counter that
I click every time I catch a fish and at
the end of the session I can calculate
the average size of the fish I catch for
the weight I have in my net – so the
Nearly 16lb of small dace and roach on a bitterly cold,
average was around the 2oz mark. A
late February day, caught by ringing the changes
few quick photos of the catch and the
the smaller ones, which is often the case.
fish were returned to the near-freezing
The float came to where I was putting my
water unharmed.
ground bait in and it buried out of sight. A
roach was landed, followed by a few more
Like every day spent on the bank (if
at the same depth.
I catch or not)I learned (or re-learned)
something today; to keep changing things
I quickly came to the conclusion that
around if I’m not catching to bring results
the fish weren’t backing away from the
and keep putting fish in the net. Fishing at
feed when I put it in; they simply didn’t
one depth, or at one distance, or on one
want to get their heads down and feed on
bait will catch you some fish but by ringing
such a cold day. There are fish in front of
the changes you will, I guarantee, catch
us more often than we think in winter but
more!
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When the chill comes in...
By Ian Burton

Photography: Ian Burton and friends

Fishing at this time of year can
involve more effort and a bit more
planning around what species
can be targeted. With water
temperatures lower, ever-changing
weather conditions and shorter
daylight hours, fishing may not be
on top of a “things to do list”. For
me, these factors have to be taken
into consideration when a trip out
fishing is being planned. Although
the weather conditions at this time
of year can be unpredictable and
variable, there are still those days
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where the blue skies reflect off the
water’s surface. For me, having
the right approach to the location
and also putting plans in place
contributes to a safer day out and
a better catch rate. This not only
makes colder weather fishing more
bearable, but also more enjoyable.

“Kayak angling has
opened up a whole
new world to me”

Off the Scale

Kayak angling has
opened up a whole new
world to me. Before
taking up the sport
of kayak fishing I was
confined to shore angling
and the odd boat trip
here and there. Although
I enjoy shore fishing just
as much because it is
where I learnt everything
I know, the kayak has
allowed me to reach
fish where shore fishing
simply could not. When
fishing off the kayak in
the colder months, my
own safety takes first
A recent deep-water ling
priority over the angling
taken thanks to a simple
itself. Having the right
ledger rig and local
kayak clothing and safety
knowledge of marks
equipment is by far the
most important thing I
consider each time I go
there are fish around or not. In the colder
some mackerel caught, they are not in the
fishing. I never fish off the kayak when I
months I typically choose to fish deep water
same numbers when compared to the easy
am not comfortable with the conditions.
marks for species such as codling, whiting
summer fishing that most are familiar with.
This is key; safety first, and I never take
and coalfish and tidal waters that attract
Therefore, planning ahead and thinking of
chances. I have found that being part of a
bullhuss, I also include
bait is of high importance
club provides invaluable information on tips
some freshwater fishing
for me. When fishing the
“In
the
colder
months
I
and tricks and I have learnt vast amounts by
when the chance comes typically choose to fish deep deeper water marks I like
being a member of one.
about. There are times
to have fresh lugworm
when it is just not safe to water marks for species
with me. Lugworm has
When fishing at this time of year I tend
get out on the sea in the such as codling, whiting and proved itself on many
to stick to marks that I know hold fish from
kayak and I would rather
occasions as an excellent
previous outings, thus reducing the time
coalfish and tidal waters
fish somewhere than
all-round bait and will
spent with idle hands if the fish are not
nowhere!
tempt most species.
that
attract
bullhuss”
present. This is not always the case though,
When fishing for species
as spots that hold fish one day may not hold
With the abundance of fresh bait that
such as bullhuss, fresh bait is not always
fish another. Planning ahead to take into
is present in the summer such as mackerel
available. In these instances I find that
account of the tide phases is a must as it
and sandeel, this is not the case for the
frozen baits do the job just fine, provided
affects the way certain venues fish. Usually,
winter period. Although there may be
they are of good quality. I also take frozen
it quickly becomes apparent when fishing if
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mackerel along when
deep water fishing too,
as conger eels can be
caught accompanied by
some decent ling. I have
also had great success
with razorfish - which
is relatively cheap and
readily available, and free
if you collect your own
- especially in tempting
the bigger codling. By
knowing what species
can be caught at the
chosen location and
having the best bait to
suit has provided me
with numerous good
catches.
Like many of you I
suspect, confidence
plays a major part in my

Fresh bait is vital at all
times of the year

Off the Scale

They can range from small, baited feathers
fishing and I stick to methods I find will fill
up to heavy ledger rigs with bigger hooks
me with the most of it. When tying up a rig I
coupled with large baits. Lures also work
try to imagine the way the rig will sit on the
well. There is a seemingly endless amount
bottom or drift over the particular ground
of new soft plastics on
I am fishing. Rigging
the bait so that it
“It may seem like an obvious the market that has
the angler spoilt for
looks as natural
statement but it really has been choice. I sometimes
as possible should
find it difficult to
applied to all of my fishing;
encourage any shy
make my mind up
fish to take the bait try to think like the fish I am
on what pattern or
more enthusiastically.
targeting.”
colour to choose.
The more natural
But, like most things,
the presentation I
every angler will have their own personal
find gives the best results. The venue being
favourites. These types of lures have caught
fished will determine the rig of choice. For
me codling, winter wrasse and some good
deeper water fishing, the rigs vary a little
pollock. It must be said that soft plastics
according to the species being targeted.

have really taken a strong
hold in most anglers tackle
boxes, including my own.
When fishing a sandy
bottom where snags are
not a problem, a simplistic
ledger rig does the job just
perfectly. This trace can
be personalized by using
various beads and tubing. I
come across a few different
species in these areas with
gurnards, bullhuss, whiting
and various flatfish species
showing up frequently.
I do prefer to drift over

A Scorpion fish - small it
may be but no less fun
to catch than any other
species

A nice, hard fighting winter
bullhuss which didnt mind
eating frozen bait
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“something that has really
caught my attention in
recent years... is catching
the smaller species that
inhabit the close-in marks”
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A plump February pouting comes to the kayak

The EU & bass stocks
Some inside information
Angler and member of
the Irish Seal Sanctuary’s
Sea Fishery Advisory
Group Johnny Woodlock
tries to make some sense
of the complex and
incredibly bureaucratic
situation currently
surrounding fresh EU
proposals to reduce
commercial bass overfishing in European
waters...

these them as I can cover a greater area
but it is largely dependent on the weather
conditions, as too fast a drift will result in
baits lifted off the bottom and bites that
are few and far between. It may seem like
an obvious statement but it really has been
applied to all of my fishing; try to think like
the fish I am targeting.
I enjoy all types of fishing off the kayak
and something that has really caught my
attention in recent years, and bought me
back in touch with my days as a youth, is
catching the smaller species that inhabit
the close-in marks such as piers and
rocky outcrops. These areas can be very
productive in the colder months and
produce a vast variety of mini predators
which are sometimes overlooked. Species
I have encountered include Scorpion fish,
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rockling, blennies and gobies; all small but
fantastic lookers and all great sport. By
using the lightest rod I have, fishing with
small baited hooks and dropping or casting
tight to the structure turns up numerous
fish that really turn a slow day into an
interesting one afloat.
Fishing at this time of year can be
productive if the right plans are put in
place to ensure a safe and rewarding day
out. Fishing with simple rigs, fresh bait and
thinking about the chosen quarry has been
my tactic and it is just one of the many
approaches that are out there. Fishing
should be fun and enjoyed by all. It brings a
sense of adventure and to be able to sit out
on the water and breathe the fresh air in for
a few minutes really makes it worthwhile
for me.

Since the middle of last year all sorts of
stories have been going around about what
rules the European Union (EU) is going
to impose on bass (Dicentrarchus labrax)
fishing. This started when the scientific
body who advises the EU about the state
of fish stocks recommended a cut of 80%
in the mortality of bass due to fishing, both
recreational and commercial. This body, the
International Council for the Exploration
of the Seas (ICES) takes input from all the
Member States’ scientific bodies. In Ireland
the Marine Institute contributes its data
to ICES. Then, ICES works out the scientific
advice for Total Allowable Catches (TACs)
and reports to the European Commission
about the state of the stocks. Underpinning
all this is reaching Maximum Sustainable
Yield (MSY) by 2020, as prescribed in the
Common Fisheries Policy (CFP).
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My own experience of all this is that I
have been on the Executive Committee
of the North-Western Waters Regional
Advisory Council (NWWRAC), now just
Advisory Council (NWWAC), since 2006,
as an environmental Non-Government
Organisation (NGO) representing the Irish
Seal Sanctuary. But, I am also an angler and
have been all my life. I remember catching
spurdog on mackerel feathers as a kid
but they are now gone from large parts
of our coastline. I am proud to be able to
say I played a small part in getting them
protected as their numbers had declined in
the North-East Atlantic by about 90%.
When I started in the Advisory Council it
was as a member of the “other Stakeholder
group”, as the main stakeholders are the
commercial fishermen’s organisations.
Naively, I half expected to be sitting
around a table with fishermen. I was
shocked to find the table full of “men in
suits”, professional lobbyists, representing
Producer Organizations. There were a few
there who had been fishermen in the past,
but there were ex-department men, lawyers
and political “cronies”. These were, and still
are, the people anglers, and the seas, are up
against.
What struck me immediately is the
one thing that has to be noted in all
considerations on fish stocks and angling;
the industry (commercial interests) were
and are so possessive about fish that they
do not consider anyone else has any right
to have any say in how they are managed.
“Recreational anglers are taking money
from their pockets”, apparently.
I found this attitude shocking. This was
obvious again as recently as last September
when a bass management meeting was
held in Dublin Castle. In about the middle of
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My son Finn and
younger generations
are why I do what I do.
I would like them to
have some fish left to
fish for, if they wish...

the Celtic Sea) during the spawning season.
Targeting spawning aggregations is what
led to the collapse of the spurdog stock,
another long-lived species. I pointed this
out in Dublin.
We all know the value of bass as a
recreational species. Action in Ireland from
1990 on proved that it is possible to allow
stocks to recover and that the Irish fishing
industry will not die if they cannot land
bass. Needless to say the industry do not
like this and claim that they are forced to
discard up to €1m worth of bass each year.
I sympathise to an extent as the fish are
dead when brought aboard, but I am also
sceptical as I have no doubt that if they
were allowed to fish for bass again the
inshore waters would be plundered just
as before. The introduction of a minimum
landing size and daily bag limit certainly
helped but I was shocked to learn that the

each year ICES issues advice on fish stocks.
Industry of course said it was not to blame
but that anglers are killing huge numbers
of bass. Incredibly, ICES attributed 25%
of all bass deaths to recreational anglers.
At the September meeting anglers from
Ireland described how significant numbers
of bass are returned by anglers. It seems
that this is beyond the comprehension of
the industry, they simply don’t believe it. At
that meeting the European Commission said
that they would impose restrictions on bass
mortality if the Advisory Council did not
recommend something positive by the end
of the year. They stated this could include
a complete closure of bass fishing for all.
As it happened, no advice was given and
the Commission closed the targeted fishery
in areas where spawning bass aggregate
(mostly in the western Channel and parts of
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recreational bag limit in the Netherlands
was 20 kilos or 25 fish.
That was last year but now the
Commission has imposed a three fish limit
in all Member States and a 42cm (Fork
length) size limit applies to anglers also. It
is the French fleet, which is mostly affected
by the commercial bans. The size limit does
not apply to commercial landings. You have
to realize that the so-called “plate-sized”
fish is the most valuable and the French will
oppose any suggestion that these smaller
fish are not landed.
In Ireland we have our own rules and
they apply here; 2 fish a day limit, which
may even be reduced to one. Notably this
is not at the request not of the industry
but of the anglers. I have not heard anglers
complain about this, but I do think that
anglers should be more pro-active in
ensuring the rules are obeyed. With regard
to bass the Commission has said more
reductions are on the way. We don’t know

if the ban on commercial
targeting of spawning
areas is a one-year thing
or if it is to be an annual
thing. As bass are not
a TAC species there are
not covered under the
Landings Obligation (or
discards ban) so there
is no requirement to
monitor catches.
I do not claim to be
able to keep up with all
the information I get in
emails about the ongoing
bass question. The story
seems to be changing
every day and meetings
are ongoing, but I do not
know how anyone could
keep abreast of all the
things that are happening
regarding bass.
The European Anglers Alliance are the
only angling group from Europe which
attend all the Advisory Councils and they do
a great job with the resources they have,
but you have to keep in mind that they are
up against professional lobbyists.
Many times I have reflected that the
Angling Representative and I are the only
people at the table who are not paid to
be there. The Advisory Council covers our
expenses. And don’t think that it’s a fun
trip. Given the serious and worrying subject
matters, the novelty of overseas meetings
wore off very quickly.
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“The fishing was good.
It was the catching
that was bad”
A.K. Best
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RIVER RUNNER

Photography: Roger Baker and friends

The point

fly
and the two droppers

The wild Atlantic salmon of the River Lee

By Roger Baker

RIVER RUNNER documents for the first time ever, a series of catastrophic
events, that have been shrouded in secrecy since the mid 1950’s. This is the true
story of the plight of the wild Atlantic salmon on the River Lee in southern Ireland.
This dilemma is lucidly and animatedly explained by a world class salmon angling
expert, Alan Nolan, who is at home on the lower reaches of the river Lee. Further
upstream beyond two dams constructed in the 1950’s another secret cloaked for
a half a century is explained by environmental & ecology expert Kevin Corcoran.
The Gearagh is an inland river forest delta one of only four on our blue planet.
Several hundred acres of this ancient forest especially age old oaks and yew
trees were clear felled. A unique community of Irish speaking forest dwellers, 39
homes and farmsteads, were issued compulsory purchase orders. The houses
were dynamited out of existence. The question has never been answered
whether this was necessary for the sake of progress?
Two years in and out of boats and canoes in what was one of the worst winters
on record 2013/14 , the cameras rolled continuously to unravel the untold
secrets of southern Ireland’s Lovely Lee River.
The next screening will be in BANTRY CINEMAX on
World Water Day, MARCH 22nd for one week

Mark Pierce displays and inspects the fly which
caught him Currane Sea trout two years in a row
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As I wrote in my last piece, I don’t use a connecting loop between
fly line and leader because I know it can distract a trout’s
attention away from the flies as it touches down on the water.
Instead, I Nail-knot eight feet of tapered leader to the end of the
fly line. To this I Uni-knot a 2mm stainless steel ring and to the
ring I attach 12 feet of 8lb fluorocarbon using the same knot. Two
droppers, each about nine inches long, are secured to the cast
with a four-turn Water-knot. The top dropper sits just over 5 feet
above the middle dropper and the middle dropper sits the same
distance (both arms stretched wide) above the point fly.
I don’t waste much time changing sea trout flies. I use reliable
patterns, from my own experiences, which I know will work. With
Sea trout, it makes far more sense
to put well-proven flies over
an undisturbed piece of water
than try to out-smart them with
a fly change. If I do change a fly
it is frequently for a fresh model of
the same pattern. On my home water,
Lough Currane, most often I fish with Kingsmill
Moore’s Claret bumble or Golden-Olive bumble
(dull or bright sky) on the top dropper, a Kate
McLaren on the middle dropper, and a Green Peter on
the point. In my opinion, the Green Peter variant with
the red-ass (two turns of red yarn to end the fly’s
body) catches more fish than without that little
touch of red.

A specimen Sea trout that cleared the water by over one metre
when it hit the ‘dibbled’ top-dropper close to the boat
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Long casting is unnecessary and usually a
single back-cast will propel the line and flies the
required distance, which is around 30 to 40 feet,
or six to eight long strips of the fly line. Casting
further, with the associated false casting, may look
good but is actually counter-productive. The majority
of takes from Sea trout are encountered at the start of the
retrieve or during the first two or three strips. If they are not
attacked and seized there, another chance may come after the
last strip. After the last line-strip the rod tip is very slowly lifted
and moved behind the shoulder in an arc to facilitate a forward
roll cast (prior to the back-cast). The top dropper, the bumble,
which has been carefully dressed with a waterproofing floatant,
like Gink, skates across the surface like a real pupating insect
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about to leave the water for the sky. Two
short casts, rather than one long one,
doubles my chances of a fish. Once in a
while, if you get the ‘dibble’ right (the art
of making the top-dropper imitation come
to life), what follows is always exciting and
sometimes spectacular.

“The majority of takes from
Sea trout are encountered
at the start of the retrieve or
during the first two or three
strips”

I recall a day when nothing much was
happening so I was demonstrating a few
moves to my guests, Jeff Abel and his wife,
from Tampa Bay Flyfishers. “Just how close
to the boat can you dibble the fly and still
expect a take?” asked Jeff. “Possibly this
close,” I replied, stretching the ‘dibble’ to
the limit. No sooner said when a specimen
sea trout hit the fly and cleared the water
very close to the boat. When a sea trout hits
the fly and clears the water by a metre, on
a vertical plane, you can be sure that you
have raised him from a depth of around 20
feet. Only this depth gives the fish enough
momentum to exit the water by such a
distance. I sometimes catch a trout over
much deeper water than twenty feet, but
mostly I look for fish in water 20 feet or less.
We sometimes see a swirl around the
top dropper as a Sea trout comes close but
doesn’t take hold of the fly. However, I am
sure that the majority of anglers would
be surprised if they knew just how often a
trout has moved to the top dropper without
even being seen. I know this from watching
friends from an elevated position on the
bank as they fish from the boat. As I looked
down on the casting one bright but choppy
day, I saw trout after trout come to look at
the flies before turning down without my
friends seeing a sign of them at all.
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The Kate McLaren is a
Scottish Sea trout fly
first devised by William
Robertson of Glasgow
and named after John
McLaren’s (proprietor
of Kinlochewe Hotel)
wife, Kate. The fly first
appeared in Charles
McLaren’s excellent
book, ‘The Art Of
Sea Trout Fishing’
(1963). Kate was
Charles’ mother. The
fly worked extremely
well on the Kinlochewe
River and on Loch
Maree. Similarly, it
works extremely well
on Lough Currane
and I almost always
have a good tying of
the original on my
middle dropper. If
I see a swirl at my
top-dropper bumble
and nothing happens,
One of my guests Mark Pierce with beautiful bar of silver which took a well-fished bumble
assuming I have the
right concentration and
presence of mind, I am inclined to stop the
retrieve to allow the middle-dropper, the
1. Claret bumble
Kate McLaren
smaller sized Kate McLaren, to ‘free-fall’
2. Golden Olive bumble
and sink. Sometimes this coincides with
Tail: Golden pheasant crest
the down-turning Sea trout, which just
3. Red-assed Green Peter
opens its mouth to the smaller, life-like fly.
Body: Black-ribbed flat silver
For the Kate McLaren to work properly in
Hackles: Black tied down body and
Choose a Claret for dull day and a
this way, life-like movements in the hackle
Golden Olive for bright conditions.
at the head a natural red hen, one
without being pulled through the water, it is
The Green Peter acts as an anchor
tied over the black (must be hen so
essential that the fly be tied as the original
to make the bumbles skate on the
as to work properly in the water)
with hen hackle and not cock. Here is the
surface as the rod is lifted at the
end of the retrieve
original tying from Charles McLaren’s book;
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“A landscape artist
who stayed with us
reckoned this part of
Ireland, Kerry, must
possess every shade of
green”

Copal Bay, Lough Currane with Cloghvoola in the background

The point fly, most often a Green Peter,
flat wing or boat style (tied flat on top of
body), as well as being a generally good
trout attractor pattern, acts like a rudder to
the dropper flies as they are pulled through
the water. It gives the rod control over the
droppers as they are dibbled and worked
near the end of the retrieve. A landscape
artist who stayed with us reckoned this part
of Ireland, Kerry, must possess every shade
of green. Therefore, there is plenty of scope
for getting the body colour attractive or not.
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The way to check that the Peter blends in
well with the trout’s senses is to hold the fly
at arm’s reach while squinting the eyes and
moving the fly across the bank side colours
and panorama. If the only thing that sticks
out is the tiny blur of red (supposed to be
haemoglobin being pumped into a pupa’s
wings), you’ve got it about right.
The ‘deer hair’ Green Peter (muddler head)
can work well also as a top-dropper pattern
during summer mid-afternoons, with some

cloud and a strong breeze. Sometimes,
when the ambient light is low or quite dark,
I may feel compelled to change the top
dropper bumble for a Bibio and the point
fly for a Watson’s Fancy or Black Pennell,
especially if I see a few salmon about. The
most majestic angling experience of all, in
over fifty years, is seeing a salmon arc over
the top dropper, whichever pattern you
prefer. My opinions are only opinions. Only
the unexpected, or incalculable, is real.

Next issue:
Some early season Sea
trout and a detailed look
at a particularly successful
Claret Bumble variant
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Special offer for

Off the Scale readers

A three night stay with Val and Roger Baker at Cloghvoola Fishing Lodge,
and two days fishing on Lough Currane for Sea trout and Salmon, with
Roger as guide and mentor. Included: accommodation, all meals, tackle and
instruction.

The rediscovery of Lough na Glack:
Part 1 - Miracle at the Convent

Special price of €295 per person (based on two sharing), saving over €200
per person on normal price.
No previous fly fishing experience necessary. If a non-fishing wife or partner
wants to learn or just wants to sit in the boat and watch, that’s okay too, the
scenery is spectacular!
Email: info@cloghvoola.com or telephone 066 9478009

Cloghvoola Fishing Lodge

The memories of Colm Crean
Pg 36
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In March 1980,
along with three
friends,
I
paid
my first visit to
Ca r r i c k m a c r o s s ,
Co. Monaghan, the
mecca for
Irish
bream anglers. I was
already exhibiting
all the symptoms
of a serious bream
fixation
at
that
stage.

ht in 1957

Glack bream caug

s 10lb 11oz Na
Scotson’s famou

This was just a quick
overnight
visit, but we packed a lot in. We caught skimmers at Corstown in
daylight, then moved briefly to Monalty after dark, where we lit a
campfire, cooked a fry-up and drank a few illicit beers. We caught
no fish, but the wood-smoke and the magic of night-fishing, along
with talk of Monalty’s monsters, set the imagination racing. We
rounded off our adventure at the Nuremore Hotel disco, reputedly
then the biggest in Ireland, before sleeping fitfully in the car in the
Hotel grounds. As we dozed off, someone identified the lake behind
us as the Convent Lake, a.k.a. Lough NaGlack, now sadly devoid of
fish following pollution. In the darkness, glimpsed through the trees,
it looked inky black and forbidding.
In August that same year, Neil McCabe and I returned to do things
properly, with a week at Olive Shackleton’s Ballyhoe guesthouse. We
caught fish every day, bream and tench in good numbers from both
lakes. Towards the end we scrounged a lift to Monalty one evening,
where it rained on our motionless swingtips for most of that night.
Nevertheless, Neil still managed to catch a single awesome bream
and, at just over 5lbs, the biggest we’d ever seen.
The following year, 1981, I camped at Monalty for much of the
summer, and managed c.50 bream, including my first specimen,
plus hybrids of near-record size. As my tent became a fixture at
the lake, I got to know Jim McMahon from the local tackle shop,
and an expatriate Englishman called Norman Howarth, the top local
matchman and guesthouse owner.
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A net-full of big NaGlack bream!
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Norman had moved from Lancashire to Carrick’ in the mid-1960s,
with angling friend Dave Shorthouse, largely on the strength of the
huge catches they had amassed whilst holidaying at NaGlack. They
both married local girls and continued to enjoy the incomparable
fishing, back in the days before specimen-hunting, when bream were
caught on bread flake and big hooks. Catches were weighed by
the hundredweight in keepnets, and they rarely bothered weighing
individual fish. However, a trout angler named Billy Scotson had
famously landed a NaGlack bream of 10lbs 11oz on a spinner in
1957 (see picture, strangely without Billy!)
The locals often described how an emergency call went out one day
in 1975, with news that the margins at NaGlack were clogged with
dead and dying bream. Inland Fisheries Trust staff led the efforts
to salvage as many struggling fish as possible, and some survived
the transfer to nearby Dick’s or Corcrin lakes. However, no-one
doubted the scale of the tragedy. NaGlack lay in a sheltered treeringed hollow, and catastrophic de-oxygenation following a calm
spell meant it was now devoid of fish-life.
And so it remained for the rest of that decade. No-one bothered
fishing NaGlack, which was generally deep, dark and inaccessible,
with tall trees, dense reed-beds and impenetrable weed round much
of its margins. Each dusk brought hundreds of noisy crows to roost in
the ancient trees, and the silhouettes of graveyard headstones added
to the unsettling and oppressive effect. There was no sign of fish-life,
and little encouragement for anglers, especially with so many other
lakes in the area regularly yielding huge hauls of bream.
One sunny day in August 1981, during that first long summer at
Monalty, I encountered Norman during my daily walk into town
for bait and provisions. He was standing near the entrance to the
tree-lined avenue, high above NaGlack, and he pointed to what had
caught his attention; dark motionless shapes under the surface at
the edge of the lilies, perhaps 100 yards below us. Norman didn’t
respond to my confident assertion that these must be rudd, but I
later learned that he had pre-baited and fished the rickety stand
nearby, one misty dawn soon afterwards, only to draw a blank.
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Norman Howarth with a 9lb+ from 1983
Jimmy McMahon with another 9lb+ from 1983

Another year passed, and after further success at Monalty over Easter
1982, I began fishing other Carrickmacross lakes in June. I was also
fishing the occasional match, with practice sessions on local waters
such as Corcrin, Brothers and Capragh. In late June, I camped for
a few days at Dick’s Lake, and caught tench and bream to just over
5lbs on the pole and slider. With NaGlack so close by, I thought I may
as well repeat Norman’s experiment and bait up that same rickety
wooden stand, which at that time was submerged following heavy
rain. I felt like an Amazonian explorer, wading through knee-high
water, dense foliage and high reeds to reach the water’s edge.
Over two nights I introduced about 6lbs of groundbait, two tins of
sweetcorn and some maggots. I didn’t plumb the depth, as I was
sure I’d be wasting my time. That was why I carried only a single
float rod, keepnet, landing net and some maggots.
I finally set out bleary-eyed from my tent. It was 4am on Friday
2nd July 1982. By now I was getting used to navigating the belt
of trees around the golf course, and locating the submerged trail
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through the reeds. However, I was totally unprepared for the sight
that greeted me on parting those dripping reeds and climbing onto
the stand. Through the mist I could see a succession of goldenbronze backs breaking the oily surface, several at a time, and right
over my baited area about 20 yards out.
My heart was pounding as I fumbled to set up a sliding float rig. In
my anxiety I was all fingers and thumbs, and barely able to tie the
simplest knot. For that first hour, my sense of panic mounted as I
checked the depth (18ft - EEK!) in an agony of indecision, before
finally opting to fish a bigger slider. Still the bream rolled silently
around my float, tightly concentrated. Surely that bait had been
hoovered up by now? Why had I brought so few maggots with me?
And why could I not get a bite??? This was pure torture.
In the years that followed I was to learn that NaGlack bream would
often roll like this at dawn in summertime, perhaps for up to an
hour before finally getting their heads down. But this was a new and
stressful situation, and I lacked the confidence and certainty that
experience brings. The float had to go, and soon my 13ft float rod had
become a ledger rod, offering maggots on
a 14 hook and 3lbs
hooklength, with a
maggot feeder on a
10” paternoster link.
Fortunately I also had
a yellow washingup bottle-top in my
pocket to act as a bite
indicator - ubiquitous
accessories in those
innocent days.

My unexpected catch
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of seven fish over 6lb

, July 1982

I calmed down, and
panic gave way to
concentration
and
anticipation.
There
followed
a
dream
sequence lasting just
over an hour, during
which my bobbin rarely

settled. All the text-book
bream-fishing clichés came
true. I heeded Ivan Marks’
advice about ignoring linebites and allowing true
bites to develop, and the
bobbin would slowly rise up
and jam against the second
rod-ring.
Soon I had
used up my half-pint of
maggots, with just enough
left for the hook. With
hindsight, it was probably
an occasion when a huge
catch was achievable with
careful feeding, but at the NaGlac
k also held huge ruddxbream hybrids
time I was actually relieved
when finally the motionless bobbin indicated that the fish had moved
on. I was starving, but above all else in those days before mobile
phones, I needed to race into town and share my sensational news.
Jim duly arrived with a photographer in tow, and Norman appeared
with certified scales. In my keepnet were seven bream over 6lbs, the
biggest going 7lb 12oz and 7lb 15oz. I’d lost several more in the
lilies.
Word soon spread. I tried to repeat my exploits over the next few
days, catching only tench, but witnessing those bream had also lit a
spark with Jimmy McMahon, who had hitherto only ever fished for
pike or trout. Soon Jim was joining me for early morning sessions,
and he really caught the bug. This was to prove a very productive
partnership, with Jimmy supplying transport, bait and tackle, in
the knowledge that a primed swim awaited him each morning.
Jim would often contact fish within minutes of arriving, but the
downside was that he invariably had to leave around 9am to open
his tackle shop, then fight off exhaustion for the rest of the day while
he awaited my afternoon visit, with news of what he’d missed.
Within a month Norman was directing the first English anglers to
NaGlack, and I showed two regular visitors, Steve and Stan, to the
swim that had produced fish for me. They trumped my achievement,
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A near-double figure Na Glack Bream from 1987
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with twenty bream to 8lb 15oz. Norman realised the tourist
potential, and he hijacked a trip from Chris Dawn of Angling Times,
who had not intended featuring Carrickmacross in his itinerary. I
needed little encouragement to join Norman in conjuring up a few
7lbs bream for Chris’s camera, followed by a feast in the Nuremore
Hotel, courtesy of Bord Fáilte.
Even then, we did not realise the goldmine we had uncovered, and
we speculated about a single shoal surviving the 1975 fish kill. It was
only as 1983 progressed, with an endless succession of bigger bags
and bigger fish, that we began to realise we had triggered a mini
tourism boom.
I will forever associate
the
song
“Africa”,
by Toto, with those
first two summers
at NaGlack.
During
the heatwave of JulyAugust
1983,
my
tent was pitched in
near swamp conditions
beside NaGlack’s narrow
channel, and Jim and I
ambushed the bream
as they came rolling
and crashing past us
at dawn each morning.
Fred Foster and Norman
witnessed one memorable
A boat made
catch, when I likened the
fishing at NaG
lack more effe
ctive
bream to drunken football
supporters, as they advanced
up the channel towards us.
On another occasion, we were one of three groups enjoying massive
catches at different locations separated by 400 yards, so NaGlack
clearly held more than a single shoal of bream.
Such was the dominance of Carrickmacross that other angling centres
protested that they simply could not compete. The Irish Specimen
Fish Committee (ISFC) raised its threshold specimen bream weight
to 8lbs, and limited the number of claims per angler to
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redible twenty bream

inc
Jimmy and I sharing an

to 10lb 5oz, July 1985

three, but the bream and hybrids from Monalty and NaGlack still
dominated the ISFC lists. They obligingly grew bigger throughout
the 1980s, as first 8lbs, then 9lbs and finally 10lbs fish became
commonplace.
The rest is history. By June 1990, with the capture of the first
11-pounder, the century-old bream record was looking precarious.
But we had ignored the warning signs as catches fell away in the late
1980s, never suspecting that history could repeat itself. I managed
very little fishing that fateful summer of 1990, following the birth of
my first daughter, but I will never forget Jimmy’s chilling phone call
in September, describing how gasping fish were once again surfacing
all over NaGlack.
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On a hot Sunday in August 1992 I was to rediscover NaGlack’s
survivors for a second time, launching another decade of unrivaled
bream fishing, but this time with no fanfare. Those neglected fish
had continued to thrive and grow, but the story of their habits, and
the “Hiawatha” tactics we used to track them down, must wait for
another day...
Until next time, all the best
Colm Crean

1984 and another NaGlack double

of just over 10lb

Following that second fish-kill we launched a two-year campaign
to persuade the authorities to upgrade the sewage treatment plant
upstream of NaGlack, as its capacity could no longer cope with the
town’s growing population. Jimmy even featured on RTÉ news,
with footage of the overspill sewage being sprayed around the fields
bordering NaGlack. The lake was by now acting as a septic tank
for Monalty, just 400 yards downstream, but at least NaGlack’s
upstream position afforded Monalty some protection. We reluctantly
switched our attention there, leaving NaGlack condemned to a long
slow death of constant pollution, over-enrichment, burgeoning weed
growth and ultimately de-oxygenation when the weed died back in
autumn.
Our media campaign, petitions and awareness-raising ultimately
bore fruit, with a £2m upgrade for the sewage plant, but once again
NaGlack lay un-fished and largely ignored. However, its emotional
hold on me was too strong, and I would pay an occasional pilgrimage
after a session at Monalty.
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A shot of a very weedy NaGlack taken just a few weeks before the second big fish kill
in 1990
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CALLTHEWILD
By Denis Curtin
Photography: Denis Curtin

Wcanals and rivers nearby that are hardly, if ever, fished. In Ireland it often
herever you are in the world, chances are there are ponds and lakes,

feels as if there is more water than land and there are still, even today, a
seemingly endless number of waters which are unknown or even un-fished.
Truth be told, this lack of angling pressure is typically a result of angler’s
idleness and lack of adventure, as many don’t want to trudge across field
after field to enjoy a spot of fishing, or are simply unwilling to fish venues
where the stock is unknown. However, when it comes to pike angling,
especially, those that choose to avoid the lesser-fished waters are almost
definitely missing out, as Denis Curtin explains.

Old Esox

When I first started pike fishing with serious
intent, fifteen or so years ago, I spent
many, many seasons fishing the waters
everyone else fished. My results were, at
best, average and I was convinced that
successful pikers were doing something
radically different to me. They must have
been fishing several days a week, or using
illicit baits with four rods at a time and so
on. They weren’t. They simply fished waters
that actually contained the maximum
chance of big fish, i.e. large un- or underfished, unpolluted and rich waters. Irish
anglers, in particular, are blessed with a
multitude of these waters but it requires
effort and a bit of thought in choosing the
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best ones for you.
Firstly, take a look at a map (online maps
are a huge advantage for adventurous
anglers) and pinpoint waters with little or no
accessibility. It’s an oft used cliché but pike
really do thrive on neglect, so any water
with no poaching or reckless angler’s deep
hooking fish puts the angler at a distinct
advantage when seeking good pike fishing.
It’s not a simple as that however as there
are other factors that will determine success
on an un-fished water.
If I locate what appears to be an unfished water I will first take a walk and see if
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it’s actually practical and safely accessible.
It should be stressed that as you are off
the beaten track, safety is paramount. I
learnt this the hard way on a ‘recce’ trip
once when I went through a bog hole in
chest waders. It was pure luck that I got
out of that one as I had a friend with me
who passed me a long branch. After that
experience I avoid all waters that are
surrounded by floating bank and bog. No
fish is worth your life.
On reaching the bank (it could take some
effort!) take a walk and keep an eagle eye
out for discarded litter and tackle. If you
find some, my advice is to move on to the
next lake. If not, continue to scour the bank
and overturn a few stones in the margins.
Under these stones you may see freshwater
shrimp (Gammarus), cased caddis, leeches,
raft spiders, hoglice etc. If I find very few or
even none of these I cross that lake off my
list, as these are the building blocks of a rich
water that will undoubtedly be reflected in
the fish stocks and size - plenty of prey fish
equals big pike. I couldn’t emphasise this
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point more
strongly; if
you find no
life under
the stones in
the margins,
walk away
and cross that
lake off your
list. Of course
such a water
will contain I’m all ears...
fish but if it is
that unproductive in terms of natural food
then chances are the fishing will be below
average. It goes without saying that a good
pair of binoculars should also be at hand.
Not only will they scan the far bank and
tell you of its makeup but also they will tell
you what fish eating birds such as grebes
and cormorants are diving for when they
surface.
If everything checks out I will return to
the car and get my heavy lure rod (which
lives in the car) and go back to the lake for
some exploratory
casts. The tackle I use
is an 11ft heavy 3050g rod with a 4000
size reel loaded with
either 15-20 kilo braid.
More often than not
I will exclusively use
spoons in the 35-50g
range. With an almost
limitless amount of
technically advanced,
life-like lures available
to the modern angler,
why use this tackle?
Well, for one large
spoons find depths

“There are plenty of
unexplored waters out
there; your next bite
could be a fish of a
lifetime”

A brace of upper doubles from a totally un-fished lake

effectively and easily at range. I can lash out
a 45g spoon 60 yards easily, and counting
it down until it hits bottom gives me an
idea on depths. I think a marker rod is
unnecessary as all I need to find is suitable
depth. Besides, it’s better fun that casting
a marker float around and there’s a distinct
chance of a fish or two grabbing the bait! If
the spoon is showing only depths of 4-6ft
take off the spoon and put on a 1oz bomb
and start casting it out as far as you can.
If this is still giving me shallow depths I

Big lures don’t always mean big fish!
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will keep moving swims until I find at least
10ft. If you find a decent depth and the
prevailing wind is at your back make a
note of it as this would make it ideal for
using a drift float and covering a large area
with minimum effort, a good plan on any
new water. What I find helpful is drawing
a sketch of the lake on a pad and noting
areas of depth, prevailing wind and bank
structure. If sufficient depth for holding fish
can only be found beyond deadbait casting
range (generally up to 100 yards) then a bait
boat is essential. I hear an awful amount

of nonsense spoken on bait boats, usually from
those that have never used them. If someone
can suggest another method (when an actual
boat is not viable of getting a soft delicate
deadbait to 100 yards+ then I’m all ears.

impossible. Have an in-depth look at your
gear and simply remove anything you don’t
strictly need. Its staggering the unnecessary
amount of kit we anglers have and insist in
carrying around with us.

If the lake ticks all the boxes I fish as I would
any other water but obviously tackle is whittled
down and anything that’s not needed is left
behind. Boxes of leads, kettles, stoves, comfy
chairs, big holdalls/carryalls are all discarded as
they simply make ducking and diving through
fields with drains and thorny hedgerows

Once fishing I adopt the tried and trusted
“leapfrog” method. This is where two rods
are cast out and every 45 minutes to an
hour a rod is brought in and moved 50ft
along the bank. By the end of your session
it’s surprising the amount of ground you will
cover. While the bait rods are out (either

On un-fished waters its worth fishing at
all times of the day. You never know...

“When fishing these
kinds of waters the
air of anticipation is
palpable”
ledgering on bite alarms or fishing with
large, visible floats, in my case) I will be
casting lures around the area and getting to
know the lakes contours in more detail.
When fishing these kinds of waters the
air of anticipation is palpable. When that
buzzer sounds or the lure is hit all sorts of
possibilities are going on in my mind; is it a
20lb+ fish, could it be the holy grail of pike
angling, a thirty? On known waters this air
of uncertainty is absent. There are plenty of
unexplored waters out there; your next bite
could be a fish of a lifetime. And even if it
isn’t, the mystery and thrill of seeking out
your own swims and your own fish on new
waters, where you are often the only one
fishing, is exhilarating.
So what are you waiting for this year? Get
out there and explore!
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Perch persuasion
By Steven Neely
Photography: Steven Neely and
Fruzsina Tánczos

Ideally situated just 2mins from the Westlink, in Belfast City centre,
our store promises big things and delivers! Fresh bait always
available and 2 large chest freezers stuffed with bait for pike
and sea angling! Our range of tackle is enviable and we stock all
major brands at competitive prices!

POLEHILL CARP FISHERY

Is our premier match complex consisting of
4 fishable lakes, including ‘Donut’, our 30-peg
circular lake, which has produced winning
catches of up to 87lb
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Call us on 02890 313156		
Email us at sales@fishingtackle2u.co.uk
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McKees
Bangor’s Angling
Superstore
16 Balloo Avenue
Call 02891 454983
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Please visit our site for exclusive deals
with quick delivery and excellent service!

Off the Scale

I

am not sure whether it is their resemblance to sea bass, their stark stripes, vivid pectoral fins or just their
sheer greediness but I have a fast growing obsession with targeting perch on light lure gear. The winter
time often sees me fishing for pike when I can’t get near my normal salt water species. However, since
last November I have started tuning my skills and chasing perch around canals, lakes and small rivers.

I thought now it would be a great opportunity to share with you some of my tactics, results and a few tips
which I have found increased my success rate over the past few months

Gear:
I have been playing around with a
few different setups and admittedly
I do like high end gear but there are
plenty of alternative options which
I will cover later. I currently use an
Illex S 195 ML, 3.5 - 14g - this offers
me the combination of a short yet
sensitive rod, whilst still leaving a little
room to play with slightly heavier
jigs and lures. I have this paired with
a 2500-sized Daiwa Theory reel and
the new WFT Gliss braid, which has
just come on the market. I like to use
a long fluorocarbon leader which is
attached to my braided mainline using
a GT or FG knot (reasonably complex
but easy with practice). This specialist
knot allows me to fish with a very long
leader to reduce spooking the fish and
line abrasion on snags.
An angry perch which
As a general rule, I would try and
nailed a 3” Illex Ammonite
get hold of a light, sensitive lure rod
shad
around 7 - 8ft with a cast rating of no
more than 15g. You can pay as much
or as little as you want for a lure rod
I like to stay mobile and on the move so
these days - HTO offer good budget rods or
a small hip bag or back pack is essential to
if you want to splash some cash and get an
carry my gear which often consists of a few
ultra light finesse rod, then look no further
small lure boxes, spare fluorocarbon, pliers,
than the Illex Pepper Akoya Pearl, 3.5 -10g.
camera and, of course, some food to keep
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me going. I have approached perch fishing
the way I tackle most of my saltwater rock
fishing - staying on the move and always
searching for fish.

Lure Choices:
There is much debate when it comes to
lure colours but I tend to stick to two basic
principles.
Firstly, I will try to mimic the natural food
source(s) available at the given venue. This
is perhaps one of the most obvious ways to
choose a lure but it can be one of
the most effective, especially if
the fish become selective in their
feeding. If I am fishing a river and
I know there are a lot of small
roach present, I will use 3-inch
tailed lures which have a dark
back and flashy sides e.g. the 3”
Fish Arrow Flash J Split. If you are
fishing an area where there has
been recent match fishing activity
it can pay off to use smaller, red
or pink lures to mimic maggots
and blood worms - like the Illex I
Shad 2.8”.
The second method is to
use lures which will induce a
predatory reaction - these are
often brighter coloured or have
extremities like claws or multiple
tails. Bright colours can trigger
a fish to strike even if it is not
hungry by irritating it or arousing
its curiosity. Lures with claws,
legs or feelers work well when
jigged in an erratic fashion often
annoying the fish - this has also
worked well for pike when things
have slowed up on larger lures e.g. Molix 2”
Freaky Rock. Bright colours such as white,
chartreuse or pink can work well, especially
if the water is tinted or coloured.
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Here are a few which have been working
well for me:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Illex Ammonite Shad 3”
Illex Method Shad 2.8”
Illex Pintail 2.5”
Molix RA Shad 3”
Molix Virago 3”
Molix Sligozzo 2”
70 and 90mm Fiiish Black Minnow
Fish Arrow Flash J Shad, 4”
Fish Arrow Flash J Split, 3”
Reins Rock Vibe 4”
Zoom Fluke 3”
Lunker City Sluggo 3”
Really any generic 3” Paddle Tails

Jig Head
A pretty basic rig where the soft plastic lure
is fixed to the jig head. A lot of people tend
to use this approach and while it is simple,
it can be limiting due to the nature of the
open point jig head. I tend to use a blunt
nose profile to allow me to hop the lure
along structure and features which reduces
the risk of snagging. Jig heads work well
over rocky bottoms or areas with fewer
snags.

Tactics:
I try and keep my fishing simple, as
sometimes I find when things get overcomplicated you lose the fun element, so I
tend to stick to four main methods: Texas
rig, jig heads, Jika rig and drop shot. These
methods all work with lures from 2 - 4
inches long and hooks ranging from size 4
to 1/0.
Texas Rig
This rig is perhaps one of the most versatile
in terms of its presentation - originating
from the freshwater bass scene in America,
it has become the staple rig for lots of lure
anglers due to its simplicity and adaptability.
It consists of a lead cone weight, bead and
a weed less, wide gape hook - simple! It is
perfect for pitching lures into heavy cover
(e.g. reeds) and can be twitched along the
bottom or used to steady retrieve paddle
tails.
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A Texas rig is ideal for swims
with weed and other snags

Even with frost on
the ground perch can
be readily tempted
on light lure outfits

Off the Scale

Matching the hatch...

A fin-perfect perch taken on a small
shad (note the wire trace in case of
attention from pike)
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Drop Shot

Locations:

The freshwater lure scene seems to have
gone drop shot mad and to an extent I can
see why - it is a very easy and efficient way
of targeting all manner of predators and
it comes into its own when fishing heavy
weed beds as the lure can be suspended
in the kill zone for longer. However, it is
starting to get a reputation as ‘the only
way’ to catch perch and whilst it can be
devastating, it is not the be all and end all. It
pays off to be flexible and adapt to changing
circumstances. For example, I have had a
session recently where the perch nailed
the drop shot rig solidly for 30 minutes
and then, suddenly, everything stopped.
I switched to a Texas style set up, fished
closer to the bottom and instantly started to
catch fish. The perch hadn’t stopped feeding
but simply altered their position
in the water column - so stay
flexible.

As I mentioned at the start of this piece I
have been fishing a wide range of locations
of late, each allowing me to experiment
with lure presentation.
Perch fishing is growing in popularity,
especially on many of the canals in Ireland
and with good reason - these are often
easily accessible and are ideal places for
a quick session. I spent most of my time
concentrating around lock gates and jetties
which provide obvious cover and structure
for shoals of perch. The drop shot method
and standard jig heads produced the best
results, often fished tight to the pillars or
walls of the locks.

Jika Rig
This is one which fails to
register on most people’s radar.
It is widely used in Japan for
light salt water lure fishing
and has been used by many,
including myself, for targeting
wrasse and pollack. It consists
of a weed-less hook, a split ring
and a bomb shaped weight.
The hook is attached to the
weight using the split ring,
giving a perpendicular lure
presentation. It works well if the
fish are feeding on the bottom
or when you want to pin a lure
close to some structure.
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Getting afloat is a great way of
targeting lesser-fished areas

Off the Scale

Fishing lakes from the shore was
producing a few fish but not really the
numbers I had expected; that was until I
decided to get afloat and try some vertical
fishing from an inflatable canoe! It was
great sport using mainly jig heads and a fish
finder to locate the shoals of baitfish and
structure... the perch weren’t far behind.
The jig head approach allowed me to drop
the lures down amongst the fish and apply
sufficient animation to induce a strike.
I think the most fun I have had when out
perch fishing was tackling small rivers. At
first glance these seem unlikely spots for
large shoals of fish but believe me, they can
offer fantastic sport. It took an outing or two
before I got the hang of lure fishing moving
water but once you get a feel for the speed
and depth of the river, you soon begin to
feel comfortable with your presentation. All

methods worked here but the two which
stood out had to be the Jika rig and the
drop shot. I used both with relatively light
weights which allowed the lure to bump
down the current and be presented in a
natural manner to the fish.

younger generation:

Although perch can be fussy, on the
whole they have a reputation for being
greedy and aggressive which makes
them an ideal fish for kids to cut their
teeth on. Light lure gear is simple and
easily affordable to get set up and
Capturing the action:
started. I wish when I was smaller I
had been taken perch fishing as they
I have recently been using my GoPro
really fight well above their weight
camera to capture some of my outings in
and their stunning colours make them
an attempt to portray some of the great
‘interesting’ for kids to catch. Once you
sport which is out there. I had many failed
manage to locate a shoal of perch the
attempts at recording some footage,
action is usually thick and fast and a
including forgetting to turn the camera
great way to show youngsters how to
on, the batteries running flat as the action
picked up and rain spots ruining the film but catch, unhook and safely release these
robust, stunning looking fish.
I am starting to get the hang of it now and
hopefully you will enjoy a few samples from
On a recent trip to France I was
my recent work embedded in this article.
talking with a prominent lure designer
who works closely with an organisation
who stock ponds with Black bass as a way
to help educate younger people in the art
of lure fishing. It is a fantastic concept and
one which I wish we could see replicated
more in Ireland. Coincidentally, I had been
chatting about a similar concept a few
weeks before my trip but using perch as the
target species…

Want to give it a go?
Light lure fishing for perch - why not get out
and give it a try? You will be surprised at the
calibre of sport on offer if you approach it
with well balanced, light gear. I have talked
briefly about rigs and tactics from lakes,
afloat and rivers but before you go out, here
are a few final tips.
Keep an eye on the air / water
temperatures - perch, like most predatory
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One on the
Jika-rig

fish, are very fussy about climatic change!
During colder spells, you will often find
perch more lethargic, closer to the bottom
and more likely in deeper water. As the
temperatures warm up and the bait fish
start to move, the perch will be in hot
pursuit, hunting the upper columns of the
water.
The last thing to look out for is air
pressure - perch respond negatively to a
dropping barometer and often the urge to
feed is suppressed. However, they can still
be caught especially if you use attractor
patterns or bright colours to irritate them
into striking your lure.
So there you have it, some fairly broadranging tips and tricks to head out and
target a few of these spiny devils for
yourself and tap into some of the coolest
sport available in freshwater.
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Luck affects everything;
let your hook always be
cast. In the stream where
you least expect it, there
will be fish.
Ovid, Roman poet, c. 43 B.C
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Thanks for reading...

Off
the
Scale
Casting a new eye on angling

